
Protection against  
Bomb Blast Attacks 



Protection against 
splintering glass

The greatest weakness in any 

building in the event of an explo-

sion is conventional, unlaminated 

glass. Compared to a massive 

masonry facade, glass offers 

the lowest physical resistance 

to a pressure wave. Glass doors, 

standing glazing, glass facades 

etc. turn into a life-threatening 

hazard if a pressure wave  

should occur.

The panes of glass which are 

shattered by an explosion produce 

sharp-edged splinters that are 

propelled into the building and 

through the air at velocities of up to 

10,000 metres per second, depend-

ing on the type and quantity of the 

explosive material and the distance 

of the explosive device from the 

building. According to a study by the 

US Army, flying glass is the cause of 

80% of all fatal and serious injuries.

But also the damage to property 

within the building caused by a 

pressure wave can be enormous. 

Destruction to computer workplac-

es, server rooms etc. are only the 

direct material loss. The conse-

quences arising from potential data 

loss and the resulting disruption to 

business may prevent an organiza-

tion or company from working for 

an extended period of time.

To protect a building, therefore, it is 

essential to prevent damage from 

flying glass altogether or to at least 

reduce it as far as possible. 

One highly effective way of achieving 

this is to retrofit all areas of glass 

with explosion-resistant security 

films from the PROFILON® product 

range.

HAVERKAMP has developed a 

wide assortment of PROFILON® 

security and splinter-protection 

films, each of which is designed 

to meet different risk levels. From 

PROFILON® ER1, which offers pro-

tection for the most severely threat-

ened zones, to PROFILON® FF, 

which provides splinter protection 

for the less endangered areas, 

PROFILON® security films are 

available and able to offer invisible 

protection for the entire building. 

As a supplement or alternative to 

these products, other HAVERKAMP 

anti-explosive building security 

systems include:

 ■ anti-splinter curtain  

STABAGARD®

 ■ secondary glazing  

PROSECURAL®

Detailed descriptions of all these 

products can be found in the indi-

vidual product sheets.
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The hazard to a building depends on a wide range of factors. Additionally, different risk zones of varying inten-

sity can be defined, depending on the location of the building (vehicle access possibilities, nature of other buil-

dings located round about, etc.) and its specific architecture. An analysis of the building is therefore the essenti-

al first step in devising an optimum security concept. The area surrounding the respective building is integrated 

in this analysis, as a high density of high buildings increases the risk due to reflecting pressure waves.

Low risk

Medium risk

High risk

Extremely high risk

Risk levels – hazard analysis
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Which resistance class 
does PROFILON® ER1 
achieve?
Unprotected single and insulation 

glass achieves impact resistant 

properties of laminated secu-

rity glass due to the installation of 

PROFILON® ER1. The so coated 

glass achieves the following resist-

ance classifications:

 ■ explosion resistance tested in 

shock tube according to DIN 

EN 13541 ER1 (NS)

 ■ impact resistance  

(steel ball drop test): 

- P2A according to EN 356 

- UL 972

Technical Data  

Resistance class ER 1 according to EN 13541 (NS)
P2A according to EN 356

Thickness about 0.5 mm

Color/Tinge transparent

Light transmission 84 % (visible scope)

UV absorption > 99 % (300 – 380 nm)

Adhesive on acrylic basis

Composition multi-ply laminate,  
developed in Sandglider-process

Surface coating hardened DURITAL-surface sr; 
increase of scattered light 2.5% 
according to Taber abrasion test

Fire features B1 according to DIN 4102-1

PROFILON® ER1 is a highly flexible, 

4-ply security film with impact and 

explosion resistant properties. It 

was designed to absorb the maxi-

mum areal pressure as built up by 

a shock wave.

This high-performance film offers 

protection in the event of a bomb 

explosion at very high construction-

al danger zones, e.g. in areas with 

a high density of high buildings or 

at especially endangered entrance 

areas. PROFILON® ER1 is provided 

with a high resistance level in case 

of pressure loads as caused e. g. by 

objects spinning around in terms of 

a blast wave.

PROFILON® ER1 provides:

 ■ extremely high explosion 

resistance

 ■ impact resistance

 ■ splinter retention

 ■ reduction of the spreading of 

fire (no fuming) 

 ■ UV absorption

The multi-layer film laminate with 

a thickness of approx. 500 µ is 

installed on the inside of a glass 

pane. Due to a frame anchoring 

the film is solidly connected to the 

window frame. PROFILON® ER1 

was successfully tested in a shock 

tube with a reflecting pressure 

wave proving the film’s explosion 

resistant properties in scope of this 

well-known endurance.

How scratch-resistant is 
PROFILON® ER1?
After an abrasion test, which 

scratches the film wantonly, the 

increase of diffused light is meas-

ured. The Federal Motor Transport 

Authority, known for its high 

threshold values allows an increase 

of diffused light of 4.5%. With 2.5%, 

PROFILON® ER1 is well below 

this value. The scratch-resistance 

generated by the special surface 

coating with DURITAL provides for 

a long durability of PROFILON® ER1.

PROFILON® ER1
successfully passed the shock tube test according to EN 13541

PROFILON® ER1 is available 

with the following features: 

 ■ Sun protection 

 ■ Alarm notification

 ■ Protection against  

eavesdropping 
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Professional installation of security 

products, e.g. PROFILON® security 

films, is a key factor in the proper-

ties the security system provides. 

Therefore, HAVERKAMP exclusively 

offers all products including instal-

lation by qualified and certified 

fitters; either by HAVERKAMP staff 

working all over the world – even 

in crisis regions – or by certified 

contractual partner. 

Just as important as the film 

itself is the connection between the 

PROFILON®-laminated glass and the 

frame in which it is held. Installation 

of the security film without bonding 

to the frame effectively creates a pre-

determined breaking point, with the 

result that in the event of a pressure 

wave, the laminated pane is blown out 

of the frame in one piece. In the case 

of double glazing, this can mean that 

splinters from the outer, unprotected 

pane are projected unimpeded into 

the room.

It is therefore essential that the film 

should also extend under the pane 

holding profile, if possible in combina-

tion with a frame anchoring of special 

silicone. This ensures a strong and at 

the same time elastic connection be-

tween the glass and the PROFILON® 

laminate.

1.  Security film fitted only to the edge, without any further 
anchoring. Risk: The laminated pane can be projected 
inside all in one piece.

2.  Security film extends under the pane holding profile: 
Suitable mode of installation for low risk zones.

3.  Additional frame anchoring with special silicone: Suitable 
mode of installation for medium risk zones.

1. 2. 3.

Different types of frame anchoring

German/European standards 

generally take a strongly reflecting 

pressure wave lasting for a period 

of at least 21 ms as basis for their 

different standards.

The tests are performed in a shock 

tube and simulate an extremely 

high pressure with a relatively long 

pressure wave duration similar to an 

explosion in an area with high density 

of high buildings where the pressure 

wave is reflected by the surrounding 

buildings. In contrast to the American 

GSA test, the German/European test 

for security films does not permit any 

damage to the film. 

These strict requirements and test 

methods generally come very close 

to real-life conditions and needs. The 

DIN EN 52337/EN12600 respec-

tively BS 6202 British Standard or 

ANSIZ97.1 US standards are also 

applied. However, we judge these 

standards as rather critical as they do 

not simulate the corresponding load 

of an explosion.

Shock tube European Standard EN 13541
German/European Standards (DIN – EN)

Test methods & installation
PR

OF

ILON® ER1

HAVERKAM
Ptested and 

certifie
d
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“In case of such a heavy explosion, glass turns out to be incredibly 
dangerous. Due to the pressure, splinters turn into projectiles. 
They can literally shoot and kill people. The installation of 
HAVERKAMP’s PROFILON® ER1 film was a life insurance.” 

Between 2007 and end of 2010 company 

Mil Sec, exclusive partner of HAVERKAMP 

in Norway, installed about 15,000 sqm of 

security film PROFILON® ER1 on behalf 

of the Norwegian Government. They 

installed PROFILON® ER1 to the Govern-

ment Buildings in the centre of Oslo. 

Installation of this high-efficiency film 

should reduce explosion effects in case 

of terrorist attacks. In this district with 

its high building density and many glass 

buildings it should also provide protec-

tion to persons against life-threatening 

fragmentation and splintering.

In the afternoon of 22nd July, 2011 Oslo’s 

Government district was almost com-

pletely destroyed by a heavy explosion of 

a car bomb. Eight people lost their lives, 

ten were seriously injured. The bomb 

based on 950 kilos ANFO exploded in a 

VW Crafter van. In a radius of 1 kilometer 

the pressure wave destroyed building 

facades. There were fragments in the 

streets all around where the attack took 

place.

The security film PROFILON® ER1 has 

proven its protective function and 

reliability. Although there were some 

window frames completely pressed out of 

the reveals there was no life-threatening 

splintering thanks to the security film.

PROFILON® ER1 security film is used 

world-wide in buildings with a very high 

risk of terrorist attacks. 

22. July 2011: PROFILON® ER1 prevents life-threatening splin-
ters in scope of the attack of the government buildings in Oslo. 

HAVERKAMP film 
saves lives 

 Jan Egedahl, head of security of the Norwegian Ministry of Justice 
in FOCUS dated 07.11.2011

Pressespiegel | Press review 

Focus
7. November 2011 | Seite 68 | „Die Projektile steckten fest“ 
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security against burglary and protect 

people and property even in high-

hazard crisis regions. HAVERKAMP 

combines the individual product 

elements to create security concepts 

that meet every need. Working 

as a separate business division, 

HAVERKAMP Project is able to 

design and implement complex and 

complete problem solutions.

Certification to ISO 9001 gua-

rantees comprehensive quality 

management, from development 

right through to installation. 

Security is one of the most important 

and at the same time most sensitive 

issues of our time. Throughout the 

world the requirement for protection 

of responsible people in business 

and politics increases. For more 

than 40 years now, HAVERKAMP 

has been developing and producing 

leading technologies for building and 

perimeter security at its headquar-

ters in Münster. HAVERKAMP offers 

systems that are effective without 

being obtrusive and that provide 

security without giving a sense of 

restriction. The high-performance 

materials from HAVERKAMP provide 

HAVERKAMP  
Certainly well advised 
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HAVERKAMP GmbH

Zum Kaiserbusch 26-28

48165 Münster

Phone +49 251 6262-0

Fax +49 251 6262-62

www.haverkamp.de

info@haverkamp.de

Die Informationen dieses Prospektes beruhen auf langjähriger praktischer Erfahrung und stützen sich auf den heutigen Stand unserer Kenntnisse und der derzeitigen Technik. Der 
Verarbeiter/Käufer wird nicht davon entbunden, unsere Produkte auf ihre Eignung für die vorgesehene Anwendung in eigener Verantwortung zu prüfen. Darüber hinaus gelten unsere 
Allgemeinen Geschäftsbedingungen.

The information of this leaflet is based upon longtime practical experience and relies on the current state of knowledge and technology. The buyer has still the duty to test our products for the 
fitness for use. Beyond our terms and conditions apply.

Mit Erscheinen einer Neuauflage dieses Prospektes mit neuem Stand verlieren die bisherigen Angaben ihre Gültigkeit. Münster, January 2018.

With the release of a new leaflet the previous data lose their validity. Münster, January 2018.

Fotos, Photos: HAVERKAMP GmbH, Fotolia.com


